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Scholars rock the Quad
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu. edu
Seattle University's annual Quadstock
event rebounded in full force last Saturday,
overshadowing 2005's sub-par and rained-
out performance, attracting a large number
of students and rocking well past the sun's
setting.
The lineup was diverse - ranging from
Seattle University student performers to
reggae-punk infused Authority Zero to local
hip hop act Blue Scholars and closing with
rockers OK Go - and a range of other fun
attractions kept fans entertained.
As the warmafternoon got chilly, fans kept
arriving. Some were in attendance justto see
one band; others downed a few drinks before
the show and were there to throw themselves
into any music, regardless of whether they
had the slightest idea of whom they were
watching.
And though the professional sound pro-
duction made all bands sound top-notch,
the night's true winners were Seattle's Blue
Scholars, who provided direct support to
headliners OK Go.
Performing socially-conscious and poetical
hip hop instead ofgangster rap or the "hyphy"
hip hop rapidly spreading across the country,
this local group held the audience together
and got more crowd response than any of
their peers who took the stage on Saturday
evening.
Despite sometimes-questionable insights
and lyrical content of vocalist Geologic's
work, he was theperfect emcee for the Seattle
University crowd.
Lyrical references includedneighborhoods
like Beacon Hill in Seattle's south side, and
continually delved into the realm ofpolitics
and his emotionalresponse to actions taking
place in the world.
DJ Sabzi spun smooth and jazzy beats
- some ofwhich have been sampled by other
underground Seattle artists - that worked
well when coupled with Geologic's flows.
The Blue Scholars performed just as the sun
was setting and drew a crowd that looked to
be 200-250 people.
Local hip-hop group, Blue Scholars, captured this year's Quadstock with political and socially-based rap music on Saturday. Accord-
ing to concert-goers, the group attracted a larger crowd then headliner OK Go.
Is Seattle University a premier institution?
With aging athletic facilities,




Many colleges claim that aca-
demics come first, Seattle Univer-
sity being an obvious example.
Because of this long-standing
emphasis, SU characterizes itself
as a premier Jesuit school in the
northwest.
However, under the "premier"
label must fall all programs re-
sponsible for characterizing the
university, including athletics.
The SU athletics facilities,
which include Connolly Center,
Logan Field and Championship
Field, don't meet those at many of
the schools in our very own Great
Northwest Athletic Conference,
let alone our geographic region.
Unfortunately, that leaves SU
lacking in the premier category.
A quick look at colleges in the
area and our division highlights
phenomenal athletic facilities.
Humboldt State University,
also Division 11, is home to the
Redwood Bowl, which hosts
home events for the school's
track, soccer and football teams.
With a track, field and grand-
stands, one of the Redwood
Bowl's best features is its ability
to function as a multi-use facility
for both students and athletes.
Then there is Carver Gym at
Western Washington University
in Bellingham, which has five
basketball courts and a main
gym that holds more than 3,000
spectators.
The Jesuits and their specific




Deep within the residence
halls, there exists an interesting,
yet silent man at the end of the
hallway.
Rarely seen by you or your
peers, he is as mysterious as he
is compelling.
He is very quiet and will
usually slip out of his room
in the early hours of the day,
sometimes before you even get
into bed.
You are pretty sure that he
teaches a class, and you know
for a fact that he wears a black
outfit with a white collar. Aside
from that, you aren't really sure
what he does all day.
"I've had a few Jesuitprofes-
sors, but I haven't really inter-
acted [with Jesuits] outside of
class," said Jason Hall, senior
criminal justice major.
Fr. Anton Harris, vice presi-
dent of Mission and Ministry,
said that much of the interaction
between students and Jesuits
shines through in the spiritual
side ofSU.
"If the students are not in-
volved in the spiritual life of
the campus, they will likely not
meet many Jesuits outside the
classroom," he said.
An estimated 40 percent of
students on campus are Catho-
lic, leaving much of the student
body outside of SU's main reli-
gious community.
See SPORTS ... page 10 See JESUIT ... page 9








CHEAT AND DON'T THINK IT'S A BIG DEAL
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Editorial
Entire university must take steps to be premier
For at least the past three years, the phrase "premier
institution" has been thrown around by nearly every
individual within the administration, the faculty, the
students and even The Spectator. However, despite
the countless number of times that the phrase has
been used, very rarely - if ever - has it been de-
fined.
In Seattle University's mission statement the vision
ofthis institution is "We will be the premier indepen-
dent university ofthe Northwest in academic quality,
Jesuit Catholic inspiration, and service to society."
The statement is carefully worded in that it does not
make the claim that Seattle University is currently the
premier university, but it implies that we will strive
to be. Despite the positive elements of the mission
statement it not only fails to include competitive
athletics into the university's goals, but at the same
time leads readers to believe that Seattle University
embodies what it means to be a true Jesuit institution.
However, as some students on campus can attest, the
Jesuit presence and involvement at Seattle University
is dismal at best.
Although multiple aspects of the university such
as the Albers School, the Law School and the Nurs-
ing program are renowned throughout the region,
and even nationally, there are elements of Seattle
University which have been pushed aside for too
long, and bear the scars of neglect.
The Fine Arts department is a case in point example
of an element of Seattle University, which has the
potential to be great. Seattle itself is a magnet for
art, music and entertainment; the fact that Seattle
University does not reflect that aspect of our host
city is unacceptable. The College of Arts and Sci-
ences, Seattle University's last claim to providing a
liberal arts education, finds itself understaffed and
under-budgeted in multiple departments, and lacking
prominent alumni which could give the school much
needed support. The Athletic Department suffers
from inadequate facilities, under-funded scholarships
and overall neglect from the administration.
In order to achieve the status of premier, the uni-
versity must take steps to ensure that its academics,
athletic programs and facilities exceed all others in
the Northwest. Our alumni must stay connected to
the university and reach high profile positions upon
graduating with a Seattle University degree. Most
importantly Seattle University needs to seek out and
admit only the highest caliber of students, who will
continue the prestige.that this university is looking
to build.
The phrase "premier university" insinuates that Se-
attle University will be the firstuniversity that people
will think ofwhen independent colleges in the Pacific
Northwest comes to mind. Seattle University by no
measure reaches that point in its current state.
The path which will lead Seattle University toward
becoming a premier institution is not one that will
be easily accomplished, and is not one that current
students will reap the benefits of. The campus com-
munity must bear in mind that despite the current
progress that appears to be taking place through the
improvements to the infrastructure ofcampus, Seattle
University will not be the premier institution until
it takes decisive steps toward improving the entire
university.
Effective gun control in Seattle
The calls for gun law
reform in Washington
State are long overdue.
Despite the saber-rat-
tling of 2nd Amendment
purists, the need for re
form overshadows an
ideological struggle fo
freedom. The reality o
our current system ha
been horrifically dis
played through the recen
shootings on Capito
Hill, including the March
25 killing of six by a
heavily armed gunman
and a recent shooting of
an armed man by police officers at the
corner of Broadway and East John.
Mayor Greg Nickels's call for sensible
gun control measures aims to restrict
the ability of those seeking to do others
harm. Nickels cited a recent rise in gun
violence as the reason for bringing this
issue to the forefront. He hopes to see
measures which wouldrestrict the legal-
ity of military-style assault rifles, as well
as close the current gunshow loophole,
which allows people (including con-
victed felons) to purchase firearms with
no background check.
This is not a loophole, but rather a
wide-open door begging for abuse of
our current system. Those who are ineli-
gible to buy firearms at a local store will
simply go to a gun show and purchase a
firearm there.
Another unfortunate effect of this
loophole is that crimes committed with
firearms purchased at gun shows cannot
be traced as easily back to the purchaser
of the weapon.
Washington State received a "D+" on
laws shielding families from gun vio-
lence, according to the Brady Campaign
to Prevent Gun Violence. It received
an "F" in child access to firearms, gun
safety standards, background checks and
concealed weapons permits.
"When it comes to keeping guns out of
the hands of criminals, Washington has
some of the weakest laws in the country,
and that must change," Nickels said in a
May 2 news release. "Cities are dealing
with the heavy toll of gun violence and
we need help at the state level to keep
our neighborhoods safe."
In our state, there is currently no
requirement for gun owners to take re-
sponsibility to see that firearms remain
out of the hands of children, and there
is no law requiring mandatory locks on
all guns.
There is also no requirement for gun
owners to receive safety training and
to register their weapons. Concealed
weaponpermits are also available to any
eligible gun owner with no further back-
ground check or training needed.
Lastly, there is a law which prevents
cities and local municipalities from
enacting their own firearm legislation,
meaning all laws must be state-wide.
The importance of Nickels' sugges-
tions come at a time when gun violence
is on the rise in Seattle and across the
nation. The need for many of these fire-
arms, including powerful handguns and
recreational activities.
Overall, firearms killed
11,829 people in the
United States in 2002,
according to the National
Center for Health Sta-
tistics. This number far
outweighs any potential
benefit firearm posses-
sion has in Washing-
ton State or the United
States.
In Seattle, firearms
were used in 56 percent
of Seattle's 25 murders,
and aggravated assaults
with a firearm also rose
dramatically, according to the City of
Seattle. Gun law reform will help to stem
this rise in gun violence.
Looking at this issue from an interna-
tional perspective paints an even more
startling picture. The United States has
the highest rate of gun ownership and
intentionalfirearm death than any nation
in Europe and most nations throughout
Asia. European nations with strict regu-
lations concerning gun ownership see a
lower death rate from firearms.
The corroboration between firearm
regulations and a reduction in firearm
violence is clear. If Washington wants
fewer firearm deaths, then the state must
enact regulations both restricting the sale
offirearms as well as requiring sufficient
firearm training for those eligible.
Mayor Nickels's call for gun law re-
form is both sensibleand understandable
in light of recent tragedies. To deny the
need for reform, is to bury one's head
in the sand regarding a problem greatly
affecting the people of Seattle. Gun law
reform which restricts the availability
Inilitary-style weapons and closesgunshow loophole, will help to keepttle one of the safest major urban
centers in the United States.
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OPINION
Seattle University: A Campus, or lack thereof
Nicholas Lollini
lollinin@seattleu. edu
The modern university has become one of
the most phenomenal developments of the
current era. Nowhere, other than on university
grounds, is there as diverse a conglomeration
ofintellectual and academic disciplines that
have the opportunity to interact in the same
environment.
Given that the ability to work, think,
exchange ideas and debate are the ultimate
goal of the university experience, it is a vi-
brant university environment - a stimulating
campus - which ultimately yields the means
to this end, and it is something that is non-
existent at Seattle University.
On a college campus there is a diverse
array of individuals that come together to
participate in the exchange of knowledge
and ideas, all of whom come together to
create a stimulating academic and social
environment.
A college campus should encourage social
interaction and make every attempt to bring
people into contact with each other; when it
fails to do so the entire institution crumbles
into a meaningless, disparate assortment of
classes and lectures, which do nothing to
encourage intellectual development.
This is precisely the case on Seattle Univer-
sity's campus. Our intellectual environment
has failed to take shape and has left members
of the campus community feeling as though
they are walking across a corporate office
complex instead ofan exciting and stimulat-
ing university campus.
As an environmentfor interaction, Seattle
University fails miserably. Instead ofbeing
one cohesive unit, our campus is a collection
of separate buildings that fail to resemble
each other in architectural fashion and in
most cases are not capable ofbeing functional
beyond their use as classrooms and adminis-
trative offices.
Furthermore, the Seattle University cam-
pus lacks several components which are
essential in building a strong environment
- an environment needed in order to create
an atmosphere conducive to academic excel-
lence and vibrant social interaction.
Foremost, Seattle University's campus
lacks an identifiablecenter. There is no single
place on campus where students, faculty
and administrative personnel can converge,
a place in which paths of all different sorts
can cross or even perform any basic means
of communication. This is not a result of a
lack ofdesire; rather, it is a function ofSeattle
University's shortcomings as a campus.
The Quad and the Student Center are ex-
amples of this university's feeble attempts at
creating a stimulating atmosphere through a
centralized location, from which a vibrant
campus scene could take root and flourish.
However, the Quad does not attract student
traffic - aside from the three months of the
school year when the climate is accom-
modating - and the Student Center, which
is nowhere near the center of campus, has
yet to prove itself as more than a glorified
cafeteria.
In addition, no buildings - with the ex-
ception of Pigott and the Law School - are
public spaces in andof themselves.Buildings
serve their function as classrooms or offices;
however, they do not create environments in
which people can congregate or converse,
both of which are essential in creating a
campus that is both intellectually and socially
stimulating.
In terms of the architecture of campus
itself, Seattle University has backed away
from the traditional academic, neo-classical
architecture, and has instead opted for an ultra
modern look, which will leave the campus
feeling overwhelmingly outdatedthe moment
architectural styles change.
academic essence, Seattle University's archi-
tecture resembles an ITTTech campus, rather
than a century-old academic institution. In ad-
dition, the architecture ofSeattle University's
campus has no continuity. While half of
the buildings resemble Soviet-era concrete
blocks, the other half have been retrofitted
to resemble modern/new-age architecture,
which does nothing to create a traditional
academic or intellectual air.
To fix the problems that currently plague
Seattle University's i r— —
campus, there are sever-
al steps that must be tak-
en. First and foremost,
there is an essential need
for a centralized indoor
gathering space that is
inviting and which can
be utilized by the entire
student body. The cur-
■:ommodatethisd, every build-
ing on campus needs to
have a communal space
that includes food and





ally, the landscaping be-
available space on this
campus accessible and
accommodating of stu-
dents, as well as being
■ally pleasing,a uniform ar-ral style that
will be applied to all new facilities on campus
must be adopted, which will give the univer-
sity a sense of continuity.
The campus ofSeattle University is in need
of a major and immediate overhaul. If this
institution is ever to shed its image ofa com-
muter campus and truly become the premier
Jesuit institution of the Pacific Northwest,
then this campus must cease to be a loose
conglomerate ofdifferent schools, disciplines
and buildings, and take on a whole identity
of Seattle University.
A map, which was presented during a board
of trustees meeting, highlights the open, out-
door areas of Seattle University's campus.
Board of Trustees presentation
No need for more regulations in our city
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattlei4.edu
I hate to be the bearer of bad news,
Mayor Nickels, but you're not my
mother.
I just felt the need to alert you, what
with some of the restrictive laws and
limitations you have been imposing on
the city of Seattle. You remember.. .the
ones that tried to ban me from sitting
within touching distance ofa stripper. The
ones that you are attempting to finagle
Governor Christine Gregoire into adopt-
ing, limits upstanding citizens' access to
firearms.
Don't get me wrong, Mayor Nickels
- Seattle has taken steps as a progres-
sive city. Initiative 75, which makes
marijuana possession the Seattle Police
Department's lowest priority, is a huge
step toward letting Americans run their
lives. But it seems like that's where the
fun stops.
In January, the Seattle Weekly ran an
article regarding your reign ofconserva-
tion, aptly titled "Big Nanny Is Watching
You." Unfortunately it didn'tturn enough
heads to cause the outrage that it should
have.
Initiative 901, Washington's recent bill
that restricted where tobacco is smoked
and has been acknowledged as the strict-
estofits kind in the country, was hailedby
liberals at the beginning. But soon after, it
was recognized as a policy that served as
little more than a social regulator.
Like the City Council's 2005 approval
ofa bill expanding what Seattle defines
as "alcohol impact areas" (effectively
cutting the supply ofcheap malt liquors
to neighborhoods where they are the only
thingpoor and homeless folks can afford),
1-901 tries to regulate the behavior of
individuals on the basis of what others
think is right and moral.
And now, Nickels, you've got your
name in the headlines as a crusader after
attending a 15-mayorgun summitin New
York City advocating the restrictions of
firearm ownership and acquisition. Con-
gratulations, Mr. Mayor. You came back
to Seattle a new man, proposing policies
thatwould makeit harderto get a weapon
at gun shows, install mandatory trigger
locks on all firearms, and ban assault
weapons altogether.
Perhaps the most ironic element ofall
this is that you believe the problem to
be current laws that focus on punishing
gun-wielding criminals after they have
committed their crime.
The way I look at it, this makes perfect
sense - you have freedom until you com-
mit a crime. It is only then that the legal
system has a right to get involved. This
applies not only to firearm ownership,
but to every element ofAmerican society
- let me go about my business; ifI want
to have an arsenal of trigger lock-free
assault weapons to feel safe within my
own home, who are you to tell me that
I cannot? Until I'm hurting others, my
personal business is just that.
Here's my theory, Mayor. You know
that Seattle is a secular city (probably the
most secular in the country). A secular
society is one that should be freer than
those bound to the dogmas of a certain
religion. You know that there are many
people here who don't believe in God
and feel no sense ofobligation toa higher
power. And they know that the only
people they have to answer to in life are
themselves.
I thinkyou believe that without a moral
leader in front ofthem, the people are lost.
In Seattle, unlike many other cities, that
leader isn't the Pope, it isn't God, and it
isn't Jesus. It is the individual - the self.
I believe that you are trying to be that
moral leader, Mayor Nickels, to remove
the "blighting" elements from our city
and re-invent Seattle in the vision of a
middle-aged and socially conservative
Democrat.
Well, stop. Every city needs its blight-
ing elements; they are whatbring flavor
and diversity to a community. Without
them cities are boring, rigid and unattract-
ive to both their citizens and the potential
travelers who pump moneyinto the local
economy.
So sell Night Train and Orange Cisco
dinner wine at all corner stores. Let me
get as physically intimate with a stripper
as I wish, assuming she is compensated
economically for her assistance. And let
me own as many firearms as my 2nd
Amendment-loving selfcan afford.
Local government is vastly more
powerful than the federal government,
Mayor Nickels, because local govern-
ment is people like us making the deci-
sions that directly affect us. You are in a
powerful position - one that should not
be abused to play moral guardian to the
general population. Because, when your
service as mayor ofour city comes to an
end, wouldyou ratherbe remembered as
"the guy who got things done in Seattle"




I was pleased to read Kevin Himeda's story on the benefits
ofFair Trade coffee in Tite Spectator, dated May 18, 2006.
As you reported a few quotes from me, I would like to clarify
how Starbucks approaches coffee purchasing and dispute one
inaccuracy in your story.
You reported that I said "Starbucks is not 100percent free
trade." I am sure this was atypo, but wantedto assure youI said
"Starbucks isnot 100percentFairTrade." Indeedwe are not 100
percent Fair Trade because our approach to coffee purchasing
is not black and white. Assuming so would mean everything
that is not Fair Trade is "wrong." There are many certification
systems(Utz Kapeh, SmithsonianBirdFriendly, Organic,Rain-
forestAlliance, etc.)which, I am sure, would disagree thattheir
systems are inferiorto Fair Trade. Likewise, Starbucks utilizes
a program called C.A.F.E. Practices which is based upon the
experiences of many of these systems and takes into account
everything from coffee quality to social, environmental and
economic responsibility.
Thereality ofFairTradeCertified™ coffee is thatit accounts
fora smallpercentage of theworld's coffee. Onereason for the
small representation is that the system has limited eligibility to
small-scale, fernily-owned farms organized into cooperatives.
Starbucks, however, buys coffee fromfarms ofall sizes around
the world.And while FairTrade Certified™coffee represented
3.7 percent ofour overall purchases in fiscal 2005, we seek to
apply the same socially responsible principles to allof the cof-
fee we buy. In fiscal 2005, Starbucks paid $ 1.28/lb. on average
for our coffee, which was similar to Fair Trade pricing ($ 1.26)
and well above the commodity market price. These purchases
benefited thousands offarmers on farms - small, medium, and
large - who are not able, not eligible (because of the small,
family-owned cooperative requirement), or not interested in
participating in theFair Trade system.
Thank you for the chance to clarify Starbucks' intentions
and efforts.
Sincerely,
AndyFouche, program manager. Public Affairs
Starbucks Coffee Company
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Campus News
Seattle U: The plans for the present, future
As Seattle University looks to
continue its reputation as a premier
institution, officials examine what
land the school has and what they are
planning to do with it.
Sheena Shive <'{o*\) Jessie DiMariano
shives(a),seattleu.edu W 1 dimarian(a)seattleii.edu-'EEL.
VESOR NO
Seattle University's physical appearance will undergo a
major makeover during the next few years. As the university
upholds its reputation as the premier Jesuit institution in the
Northwest, a makeover is exactly what faculty and students
say is needed.
"The last master plan was created in 1997, so it is time to
update it," said Michel George, associate vice president for
facilities services.
Facilities services has put together a planning team that
is constructing a master plan to continue pushing Seattle
University as an excellent academic institution. The projects
are slated to begin between the years 2008 and 2011.
more students and faculty,"
George said.
Adding new buildings and
expanding current ones may
be difficult while dealing
with neighborhood height re-
strictions and zoning issues.
The planning team has been
busy for the last year work-
ing with the community and
pre-negotiating with the city
for guidelines as to where
they can and cannot build.
Because the university is so
close to hospitals and resi-
dential areas, competing to
buy land is tough.
"We have long planning
windows for these projects,
because if zoning changes
on us we can end up with a
building we can't use. We
also have to worry about
height restrictions because
Kevin Curley/The Spectator
The current view of the library will soon be one of the past as the
new plan to expand the building will eliminate a large portion of
the grassy hill populated by students during the spring time.
The Plan
The master plan incorporates all of the university's needs
in terms ofbuilding use, landscaping, traffic flow and other
issues that may come up in the next 20 years.
It focuses on a wide variety of topics that concern the
campus, from full-time and part-time student uses of cam-
pus to building opportunities in relation to the number of
contemplative spaces on campus.
The main projects at the forefront of the planning process
are the Lemieux Library renovation and Learning Commons
expansion, renovation of the Connolly Athletic and Recre-
ation Center and the possibility of new dorms that will house
up to 1,000 more students.
Seattle University faculty, staff and student representa-
tives have been working closely with SRG Partnership Inc.
architects and Walker Macy landscaping company to plan
for campus additions.
But the master plan is only a work in progress as repre-
sentatives continue to meet, take note ofconcerns and make
alterations to the proposal.
"Given the pathetic state of the Connolly Center and
library, it is clear that renovation is years past due; it's just
too bad they didn't realize this sooner," said Andre Taegder,
a sophomore finance major.
As Seattle University's academic reputation continues to
grow, George stressed the importance that the facilities on
campus live up to the programs offered in the classroom.
"Facilities need to have state of the art technology to go
with the academics. Ifwe have great facilities we will attract
of the residential homes
around campus," George
said.
Due to the urban loca-
tion of campus, it is hard
to find land that doesn't
extend into residential
areas.
As of now, while Seat-
tle University is continu-
ally looking at potential
land to buy, investing in
new land is not a high
priority because there is
already enough to build
the projects listed in the
master plan.
The Library
It is nothing new to hear
that the campus library is
"stuck in the '70s" and
that the campus lacks
social spaces.
"There needs to be an
The term "Learning Commons" probably has an unfamiliar
ring to many, but is an anticipated
solution to this lack of communal
The Learning Commons, as pro-
posed by SRG, is an expansion of
a renovated Lemieux Library that
will have nine group study rooms,
100new computer stations, an aca-
demic support center, multimedia
development center and an 80-seat
distance learning classroom. The
Learning Center, Writing Center,
Math Center and Center for Student
Success will also be relocated as
part of the renovations. These ad-
ditions would help centralize all
aspects of learning on campus and
pair it with a remodeled, up-to-date
library.
"I think the improved library will
be a huge addition to campus. It
will improve the studying environ-
ment for on-campus and commuter
students," said Johnny Horgan, a
sophomore finance and marketing
major.
While developing plans for the
library, the project team considered student concerns and
suggestions in an effort to produce a library and learning
facility that best represents the mission, needs and overall
perspective of the school.
"We are looking to address foreseeable and long-term
space needs [as well as] strengthen the vitality of the aca-
demic community and the setting for student life," saidKent
Duffy, SRG project manager, at a Facilities MasterPlan open
forum earlier this month.
Many students have positive thoughts about the plans to
update the library.
"The library is definitely not user friendly and there just
is not enough study space on campus, so whatever efforts
need to be taken to accomplish these spaces is worth it,"
said Hallie Hostetter, a sophomore political science and
philosophy major.
Part of the plan for the new Learning Commons would
result in the loss of most of the grass area in front of the
building, which is often populated by students during the
spring time.
Some students have opposing views of the plans.
"We wouldn'tbe having this conversation ifit weren't for
this lawn," said Nico Lang, a sophomore communication
studies major, as he sat on the library lawn enjoying the
weather. "The university needs to conserve as much green
space as possible."
The project plans have been altered repeatedly to cater to
these concerns by proposing to expand learning and study
areas whilealso preserving reasonable lawn space.
continued on next page>
Kevin Curley/The Spectator
The parking lot on Cherry between 12th and 13th is being
considered as the future site of a student dorm that will
have the SU bookstore along with parking below it.
Courtesy of the Seattle University website
This graphic shows what the entrance to the expanded and reno-
vated Connolly Center will look like once the project is completed.
4
News
Students' needs high on list of priorities for land plans
"We want to make the
campus a viable entity
with a soul and treat the
campus as a human per-
son, developing it as a
whole"
-Michel George, associate
vice president of facilities
<continuedfrom previous page
The Dorms
Student dorms remain a high priority for
the university.
"Ideally we would like to have [the
dorms] buift in the next two years, but we
need to establish other priorities first, such
as the library or faculty office space and
classrooms. We can't do all of this at once,"
said Scott Smith, director of housing and
residence life.
The new student housing development is
tentatively set to be built on 12th and Cherry,
with commercial businesses on the first floor
and suite styled apartments on top. The
new housing will only be for sophomores,
juniors and seniors and should hold up to
250 students.
Currently, only 39 percent ofundergradu-
ate students live on campus. Smith said
that their target is to raise the percentage of
undergrad students living on campus to 60
percent.
With the condos only a block from campus,
prices to rent off campus have increased.
"It is theresponsibility of the university to
make sure we provide more quality housing
to fit the needs of our students," said Smith.
"With costs going up,we have to house more
undergraduate students."
Within the next 10 years the univer-
sity hopes to accommodate many more
students.
Part of a plan includes the Bessie Burton
Skilled Nursing Residence as a potential
site for new student dorms, but according to
Smith that plan is not in the immediate future
of the university.
The Connolly Center
There has also been detailed planning of
a $37.5 million renovation of the Connolly
Center. The new athletic and recreation
facility would include an expanded gym
for basketball and volleyball, a cutting edge
Olympic-size pool, an expanded weight room
and fitness area and modern office space for
the athletics and recreational departments.
Along with expanding what is currently at
Connolly, there are also plans to add in an
indoor jogging track, health club and juice
bar, a rock climbing wall and yoga and dance
studios.
"[The improvements] will be beneficial
for not only students but also student-ath-
letes because the quality facilities will draw
in better recruits and future athletes, which
will improve Seattle University's reputa-
tion and increase the fan base," said Craig
Buitrago, a junior and member of the men's
soccer team.
Championship Field, which is used by
both the men's and women's soccer teams,
has already begun being remodeled. The
field is expected to be completed by August
with covered grandstands, a press box, a new
public address system and a rubber jogging
track around the field.
The Funds
Purchasing land and making the master
plan a reality is going to cost a lot of money.
The Connolly Center and library are expected
to cost just under $40 million each. This
money is expected to come from fundraising,
friends ofthe university and colleagues in the
donor and foundation communities.
Additional funding will come from Capital
Campaigns, which help raise money for ex-
pansions and renovations for large projects.
The Capital Campaign, however, will most
likely not fund the 12th and Cherry housing
project.
"Most Capital Campaigns do not support
revenue-generating building; they support
other projects that don't create revenue, such
as the library renovation," Smith said.
The Involvement
The project team has held more than 80
meetings to date about theplan, all of which
were intended to gain input from the com-
munity.
There were also open community forums
and open table comment sessions in an at-
tempt to reach out to the student body for
their ideas
From March to May of 2006, SRG Part-
nership and Walker Macy have met with
university representatives and organizations
from ASSU, the Graduate Student Council
and the Directors of Student Development,
keeping their plans student-oriented and
sensible for the future.
"There have been times where I have not
been impressed with student involvement
before," said Joe Nguyen, ASSU president.
"But in this instance studentrepresentatives
were very well-prepared and the project
team has been greatly receptive to student
opinions and input."
Student participation has an impact on
future decisions about Seattle University's
developing campus.
Kelly explained that faculty and staff
also meet with the president of the student
government on a quarterly basis to discuss
issues on campus.
"I would say that four out ofevery seven
meetings with SRG and Walker Macy had
student attendance," said Kelly.
The updated faciJities on campus will also
help the school continue to maintain its self-
proclaimed premier institution status.
"We want to make sure we have a pre-
mier campus for a premier institution,"
said George. "We want to make the campus
a viable entity with a soul and treat the
campus as a human person, developing it
as a whole."
The graphic on the left is from a presentation shown
to the Board of Trustees on May 11.
The darker circles are buildings or areas that the uni-
versity already owns and/or have possible renovation
plans.
The numbered areas, along with the lighter circles, are
some of the locations around campus that the university
would like to buy:
1 . This is currently the Bessie Burton Sullivan Skilled
Nursing Residence, a place where many students vol-
unteer. The university is looking into changing it into a
new dorm, but for the immediate future.
2-5. While it is unknown as of yet what the university
is planning to do with these potential locations they
are currently in use by other businesses, including
Hugo's Pizza and Yasuko's Teriyaki (3), both of which
are frequented by SU students and members of the
community.
6. The acquisition of this land about a year ago
caused debate in the community after the Ethiopian
businesses in the building were forced out because of
the sale. It is proposed that the university move facili-
ties into this area.
Construction began earlier this year on Championship Field to
renovate the area to include stadium seats and a press box.
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Eight years later campus daycare still not an option
Adrien Vanderwalt
. vanderwa@seattleu.edu
For many students at Seattle University,
it is relatively easy to find the resources
to further their education and collegiate
experiences, but Students Who Are Parents
(SWAP) are finding that to be a challenge.
SWAP was formed three years ago to ad-
dress issues such as childcare and financial
aid and to provide a source of support for
non-traditional students. The organization
is comprised ofSU undergradates, graduate
and law school students who meet for advo-
cacy, coalition-building and friendship.
During the gatherings, students are able to
voice their concerns about the services the
"If the university can't
help us and the state can't
help us, a lot of times we
can't go [to school]."
-Kathleen Luckmann,
student and parent
university provides for them. Most recently,
one question has taken precedence: Will
the university provide an on-site childcare
facility for faculty, staff and students who
are parents?
The university maintained a childcare
program in the past, but it was shutdown in
1998. Since then Diane Schmitz, the direc-
tor of student commuter services, has been
voicing the need for a similar program.
"I can advocate, but when SU hears it
from students, they take it seriously," said
Schmitz. "Students often don't know how
much power they have."
According to Philip Irwin, associate vice
president ofHuman Resources, the decision
to close down the childcare center was based
on low enrollment from the community.
The public was also eligible to enroll
children into the daycare and, according to
Human Resources, two thirds ofparticipants
in the campus childcare program were from
outside SU. Another contributing factor
dealt with the irregular schedules of the
students and faculty.
Many students and faculty members
needed childcare during late hours when
they were either attending or teaching class.
Mainstream hours were not being utilized
by parents, thus lowering the necessity for
the program.
"There simply wasn't a demand for it at
the time," said Irwin.
Currently, the services offered for SWAP
include quarterly lunches, a Web site, in-
formation in the commuter student services
office, an ANGEL community group and a
partnership with Human Resources for a
subsidy program.
The Childcare Subsidy Program provides
a partial cash subsidy for childcare assis-
tance to Seattle University full-time faculty,
staff and students to help meet the expenses
of pre-first grade childcare.
This is the third year the program has
been offered and consists of monthly
subsidies of $100, which are offered in a
lottery-type drawing to 13 faculty /staffand
13 students.
However, some student-parents feel
excluded by the requirements set up for
the subsidy program. Many parents have
children who are in grade school or older
and cannot benefit from the program.
"I would love it if the childcare stipend
was available for parents withall school-age
children," said student-parent Tracey Edou.
"Especially if the parent goes to school full-
time in the summer when there is no public
school available."
With the cost of living on the rise in
Seattle, the costs of childcare are also felt
by parents. Some students feel little is be-
ing done by the university to assist those
in need.
"If the university can't help us and the
state can't help us, a lot of times we can't go
[to school]," said Kathleen Luckmann.
The $ 100per month offered by the univer-
sity is a start but some believe more could
be done. Often times, $ 100 barely covers 10
percent ofmonthly childcare costs.
A Washington state licensed private-home
childcare program located just blocks from
the university has an average tuition rate of
approximately $750 per month for full-time
care. A daycare center may be slightly more
or less depending on enrollment.
SU senior and mother Courtney Hudak
has spent the past three years at Seattle
University feeling frustrated by the lack
of support student-parents are offered, and
she is not alone. Many student-parents have
begun to voice their concerns about the lack
of resources available.
"So many activities, programs and groups
at SU cater to traditional students," said
Hudak. "When an event takes place at 7
p.m., I either have to miss it or miss putting
my daughter to bed."
Other members of the campus community
are beginning to bring this issue into light.
A few lectures and academic salons have
taken place this year discussing differences
when it comes to traditional organizations
like SU.
Jesse Gary, senior psychology major, has
studied child growth and development and is
supportive of an on-campus day care.
Jered Carter/The Spectator
In most cases, students with young children have to make
sacrifices toward their education because the school does not
provide childcare.
Although Laura Bateson, junior business major, has a baby sitter
to watch eight-month-old Ella, there are still times when she has
to look after her academics and her daughter at the same time.
"It would be extremely beneficial for the
student and child for learning and healthy
socialization," Gary said.
The university has begun to add activities
to the calendar for families, this quarter, a
family swim day was offered at the Con-
nolly Center pool. Students, faculty and
staff were invited to attend the event free of
charge with their families. It is the begin-
ning of a long road to a full-time campus
daycare.
Official plans to bring back a campus
daycare are, for the most part, unheard of
on campus.
"I haven't seen many changes since I've
been here," said Carolyn Batchelor, a senior
English major and parent of two.
"I think that a childcare
program on campus would
be extremely beneficial for




To fully utilize staff resources, Schmitz is
looking to hire someone on a full-timebasis
in the department ofcommuter services who
would be primarily responsible for gather-
ing information such as demographics of
student parents as well as assessing their
needs, which have been outlined in SWAP
meetings or surveys.
"There definitely needs to be something
available, especially since we are not going
to be approved for childcare through the
state as long as we are attending a univer-
sity," said Luckmann.
Currently, there are no demographics
available on student-parents. The only way
the university has to obtain data on student-
parents is through end-of-year surveys.
Commuter services would first like to
have an employee obtain background sta-
tistics on student-parents. The new hire
wouldalso be responsible for meeting with
administration officials to advocate for a
childcare option.
Many feel that the campus community
would benefit from an on-site or drop-in
daycare system because it would enable
student-parents to have their children close
by while attending classes and would limit
their expenses for off-site childcare.
Schmitz recommends that Seattle Uni-
versity first look into a co-op program and
thus take "baby steps" to getting a full-time
on-site childcare center. .SWAP is looking
into a partnership with the law school in
order to accomplish its goals.
Another concern of student-parents is
what to do when their child is sick and
they need to go to class. Many have found
themselves either being late or having to
miss classes altogether to stay home with
the child.
"One creative alternative may be for
students to create a childcare network like
some other schools do in the area," said
Heinrichs.
Though few steps have been taken, there
have been improvements made by SU ad-
ministration to cater to the needs ofparents.
A link has been added to the SWAP home
page that provides information about a co-
operative program with Virginia Mason for
parents of sick children.
If a parent needs to attend class and their
child is mildly sick or recovering from an
illness, they can participate in the drop-in
program and their child will be cared for
at Virginia Mason while the parent attends
class. There is no charge for drop-in ser-
vices other than a $10 registration fee.
"If parents could have a list of names of
qualified students who were willing to baby-
sit or offer childcare, then everyone could
benefit," said Heinrichs.
The office of commuter student services
hasn't given up and intends to move forward
with the initiative, while other significant
outlets on campus aren't as motivated.
"There is no plan that I'm involved with
[for a campus daycare]," said Irwin.
There are many reasons why it may be a
while beforeparents can welcome a daycare.
For one, there is not enough space available
on SU property for a daycare and there
are competing interests for the money that
would be used for a daycare.
For instance, there is a greater demand
to add new faculty in order to evolve with
larger enrollment numbers. Money is also
needed to implement new programs on cam-
pus. A campus daycare would require high
quality programming, thus the university
would never expect to profit from it.
Irwin claims, however, that "it is never a
subject that is totally off the radar."
While Seattle University's administra-
tion may not currently support a daycare,
there are many who feel the campus would
benefit from one. Many students, staff and
faculty members are beginning to encour-
age the idea.
"I think that a childcare program on
campus would be extremely beneficial for
both students and faculty members," said
Dr. Kara Heinrichs, a parent and professor




Majority of college students admit to cheating
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
You are an overworked, stressed, tired
and fed-up college student. Sometimes the
assignments seem like busy work and you
look for ways to avoid them. When test time
rolls around, you realize that all the classes
you skipped and the books you never read
are catching up with you, and you can either
cram a month's worth of material into a late
night or slip a notecard into your pocket when
they aren't really getting an education. I feel
jaded when I thinkabout it."
In an ABC News poll, college students
across the nation cite the lack of ethics in
today's world as an excuse for cheating. Of-
ten, the temptation of the Internet is enough to
make one cut corners in his or her education,
when simply "lifting," or cut-and-pasting
material from the Internet can be too much
to resist.
"People cheat because they don't have
to work as hard; you can just take someone
While 70 percent of college students in the U.S. admit to
cheating, approximately four students each quarter at Seattle
U are brought before administration for academic dishonesty.
you walk into the classroom.
"Sometimes it's the easiest thing to do,"
said one SU student who wished to remain
anonymous. "I can put a notecard in my
pocket, knowing I won't fail this class, and
I don't have to stress out about it too much
before [the test]."
In a study done by the Center for Academic
Integrity at Duke University, almost 50,000
undergrad students nationwide were polled to
discuss their cheating habits. It was found that
on most college campuses, cheating is com-
mon and widespread - 70 percent of those
polled admitted to cheating in college, and
close to a quarter of them admit to cheating
on major, critical tests or papers.
"I'm really disappointed when I find
students cheating because they really are
cheating themselves out of their own educa-
tion," saidKara Heinrichs, a communication
professor. "They can get away with it, but
else's work," said freshman pre-major Sam
Angell. "The reason I don't cheat is that I
figure ifI don't know it already, it's a waste
of time and effort to be sneaky. Once you're
caught - you're screwed."
Material copied off the Internet is on the
rise, often with students "lifting" a few sen-
tences from different documents and weaving
them into their own reports. There are even
websites, such as "Papers4Less," "cheat-
house.com" and "schoolsucks.com" that let
you buy pre-written term papers.
For as much as $9.95 a page online, you
can browse by school subject, finding de-
tailed descriptions of theses and researched
term papers from the philosophical to the
mathematical. The website www.school-
sucks.com will also throw in a free bibliog-
raphy with purchase.
"Oftentimes I find the problem to be with
plagiarism. As a professor, you learn that each
student has a particular voice. When they
plagiarize, it's easy to find inconsistencies
[in their writing]," said Heinrichs. "Students
today are being bombarded with options to
cheat. You can only hope that most of the
time they choose not to."
Some students, however, are choosing to
do just that.
"I downloadeda paper off the Internet once
and turned it in," said another anonymous
SU student. "My professor knew it, too. I
got caught, almost got kicked out...She was
able to Google different phrases from my
paper or had a program that could catch it
or something."
Other SU students offer a different per-
spective.
"I've had some professors say that they do
not look for plagiarism, but if it's blatantly
obvious, then they would [pursue the issue
with the student]," said sophomore philoso-
phy and accounting major Will Andrews.
Administrators are aware of the issues
surrounding academic dishonesty. In fact,
college faculty can also use the website
Turnltln.com. For a fee the website allows
professors to input students' papers and locate
parts of the paper that have been taken from
another source.
Seattle University has a strict academic
honesty policy that specifically lays out what
qualifies as cheating, but leaves much to the
interpretation of the professor. The penalties
can go from an "F" on the paper or exam to
failing the class or even being kicked out of
the university.
According to the SU Student Handbook,
the professor first must confront the student
regarding the issue, and then can fill out an
Academic Honesty Violation Report. This
then gets sent to the dean of their school
and the chair of the department, who further
discuss the issue. The student can appeal and
argue these decisions.
Chuck Lawrence, associate provost for
academic affairs, stated that approximately
four cases ofagademic dishonesty occur per
quarter, most of which come from students
taking work from the Internet.
"I have found it to be fairly infrequent
here because we have small classes, and all
the courses and assignments are tailored to
that specific group of students," he said. "I
think we have a fairly workable policy [here
at SU]. Faculty has the power to determine
how to handle the situation... and they have
the latitude they need to make decisions
regarding academic dishonesty."
Discovering plagiarism is as easy as cheat-
ing itself. Faculty has as many options as
students in regards to websites and sources
to discover cheating. As easily as a student
can "lift" a paper, a professor can find its
source. While cheating may never leave the
academic realm, as technology evolves it




According to a June 2005
survey conducted by the
Center for Academic
Integrity:
One-fourth of college students
admitted to serious* cheating on an
exam.
Half ofthose seriously cheated
on a paper at least once in the last
year.
Serious cheating on exams is one-
third to one-half lower at schools
that have honor codes as compared
to those that don't.
77 percent of students believed
cheating is not a serious issue.
44 percent of the faculty surveyed
had caught students cheating and
dit not report it to administration.
30 percent ofpapers submitted to
turnitin.com contain plagiarism.**
90 percent of students believe
cheaters are either never caught or
punished appropriately.***
*the term "serious "was not defined by the
CAI
**according to an interview given toABC
News from the websitefounder
*** information compiled by US News and
WorldReports
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than 1 do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $895.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
5244915
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Since its creation in 1891, Seattle University has
strived to uphold the Jesuit tradition, encouraging aca-
demic excellence and spiritual development in a shared
environment.
Over the years, people from all over the country have
come to recognize SU as a premier Jesuit institutionand
a prime example for other colleges to follow.
Yet during more recent years, the level of spiritual de-
velopment in the university's curriculum has been under
question. Does SU adequately address the need for spiri-
tual development in the classroom and the surrounding
community?
"My sense is that the faculty as a whole is commit-
ted to the Jesuit mission, whether one is teaching in the
classroom or in the community," says Amy Wyatt, adjunct
professor of theology.
SU students are part of two communities with deep re-
ligious roots. First, students live in a country founded on
the principle that pursuing and preserving one's religious
beliefs is a right and an important part of life. Whatever
your personal beliefs may be, it shouldbe noted that most
Americans still place much value on religion. A recent
study conducted by the University of Pennsylvania, found
that 86 percent of Americans between the ages of 11 and
18 said religion is an important part of their life.
Second, SU students make up the majority of a uni-
versity community that is based on the teachings of St.
Ignatius within Catholicism. As students educated in the
Ignatian tradition, the aim is to develop the "whole per-
son"— physically, intellectually and spiritually.
"I'd like to think the theology courses here are effec-
tive in helping students have a deeper learning experi-
ence," says Wyatt. "My primary goal is that my students
Theology professor Amy Wyatt hopes to
teach students to think critically about
the world around them.
engage in living the questions of truth, beauty and justice.
I want them to develop themselves as philosophers and
theologians."
The Office of Campus Ministry helps to expand the
work offaculty members in a unique way. With 12 campus
ministers working in conjunction with several student
campus ministers and sacristans, students are presented
with a variety of ways to deepen their spirituality, develop
their current religious beliefs and interact with people of
other faiths outside of class.
"My suspicion is that the classes transfer more ideas
of religion to students, rather than ideas of spirituality,"
says Dan Moriarty, a social justice minister for Campus
Ministry. "At the same time, I don't know that learning
spirituality, per se, can really occur in the classroom as
well as it can by living it in the world."
He adds that the university still faces the challenge of
figuring out how to be more explicitly Catholic in a way
that is inspirational and yet non-threatening.
"Students shouldbe able to develop their own spiritual
identity through the Catholic religious tradition whether
they are Catholic or not," says Moriarty. "In addition, they
should be able to describe how the Jesuit/Catholic identity
helped their religious and spiritual advancement."
So if the answer lies beyond the classroom, how well
does the university encourage spiritual development in
extracurricular activities for students of all backgrounds
and faiths? Does the university do this in a way that
is uniquely Catholic, yet liberal enough to include all
students?
Khaled Jaraysa, born into a devout Catholic family in
Bethlehem, admits that his background greatly influenced
his decision to attend SU. As a university renowned for
offering a premier Catholic education, Jaraysa thought he
would feel right at home.
Yet his first experiences with the spiritual side of SU
weren't all easy going. On the contrary, some were quite
shocking.-
"One day, 1 went to mass and saw this girl leading the
sacrament, while the priest was juststanding to the side,"
says Jaraysa. "I felt angry because where I come from the
priest always leads the sacrament, no one else."
It was experiences like this that made him question his
own beliefs, sometimes to the point of doubting them.
But as it is often said, college is a place to expand your
mind. Like many other students from backgrounds with
distinct religious perspectives, Jaraysa found himself
looking at the world from new angles, oftentimes for the
better.
"I've realized that different interpretations about reli-
gion and spirituality make me think more deeply, which
has brought me to better appreciate my beliefs and oth-
ers'," says Jaraysa. "People here share their different
beliefs and can keep talking and begin to understand each
other. This- is an amazing thing, especially to someone
like me, coming from a country where people fight each
other because of their different faiths."
SU seems to provide a well-rounded education for stu-
dents.But one question remains: How doesSU constitute a
"premier institution" that offers students things that other
universities cannot?
"Seattle University brings together the academics and
fun of college with the goal for each student to shape them-
selves spiritually," says Kathy Collins, Campus Ministry's
pastoral minister for weddings. "Unlike most other uni-
versities, SU's Jesuit ethos inspires an awareness of God
in all things that permeates our community here."
Students, faculty and administrators all seem to agree
that spiritual development still hasa strong focus within
the student body whether in or out of class.
And although the Jesuit style of teaching demands that
students constantly question their beliefs and see the world
in new ways, more and more people are coming to SU
to take part in what the university does best: strive for
academic excellence and inspiration of the spirit.
Joey Anchondo/The Spectator




Transitioning from high school to college
serves as a turning point for many students.
Away from parents, students examine spiri-
tual issues, among other things.
"Before I came to this school, I knew
it was of Jesuit tradition," said Brad Lai,
senior communication major. "But after
I came here, I flipped my view because 1
ee different people and a lot of them are
pen-minded."
While the word Jesuit is included in our
urriculum, the meaning behind theword is
ometimes unclear. Founded by St. Ignatius
.oyola, the Jesuits or the Society of Jesus
bcus on educationand intellectual contribu-
ions, primarily at colleges and universities,
as well as missionary work and ministry in
human rights and social justice.
Seattle University is one of 28 Jesuit
schools in the United States and 100 in the
world.
The difference between Seattle Uni-
versity and public universities lies in the
encouragement of growth in personality
and spirituality.
"My spirituality has grown because of
the classes at the school," said Juliana
Bateman, senior theology major. "They
ask us to question life - is there God, and
is [God] just?"
Bateman also noticed that professors at
SeattleTJniversity value-basichuman rights
and teach social justice.
However, just because SU focuses its
teachings on spirituality does not mean that
the focus will change students'perspectives
on religion.
"Now I understand better about Jesuit
traditions, but I don't think I'm religious,"
said Lydia Lauer, senior graphic design/art
history major. "I didn't think coming here
would make me [more] religious."
Take a look at the Chapel of St. Igna-
tius and simply go in and indulge in the
atmosphere. The tranquility inside may
remind you again of the Jesuit traditions in
this school with an emphasis on personal
spiritual growth.
Faith might sound overly abstract to stu-
dents, but it's something many use in their
daily lives.
"As long as there's spiritual support, I
know everything's going to be fine," said
Jenny Kung, junior journalismmajor. "Re-
ligion also gives me comfort, and when me
or my friends face academic stress we help
each other out spiritually."
SU also promotes spiritual growth in
other ways.
"I have always gone to Catholic school
since Iwas little," says Lucia Kahsai, junior
international studies. "I feel that SUhas less
emphasis on religion."
The primary goal of SU is to bring out
better values of the students, which occurs
both in the classroom and out. SU can
promote spiritual growth in students by
simply giving them time away from those
who matter most.
"Being away from my parents made
me feel more blessed [and reminded me]
of how well I'm doing here," said Yuni
Evelini, junior communication major. "In
this way my spirituality grew, not neces-
sarily for the sake of being in a Jesuit
environment."
When asked ifshe thinks there is a con-
nection between spirituality and her stud-
ies, she agrees that being thankfulof what
you have ties directly in her classes.
By attending SU, many students notice
how a Jesuit school differs in comparison
to others. SU promotes questions about life,
strong social justice and spiritual growth.
Whether this growth'takes place in a
theology class or outside of the academic
setting, SU students are afforded the time
Sarah Murray, a sophomore art
history major, prays at the Cha-
pel of Saint Ignatius.
and opportunity, over four years, to look at
this aspect of their lives and how it relates
to their studies.
Jered Carter/The Spectator
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While it is true that many students are engaged with the
spiritual community regardless of religious denomina-
tion, there is still a significant student population that is
uninvolved with the spiritual realm of SU.
While the spiritual aspect of SU naturally remains the
most immediate area of Jesuit involvement, Fr. Harris
pointed out that the Jesuits are found in a wide variety of
positions on campus.
"Jesuits can be found in the classroom, in administra-
tive offices, [in] the chapel and in student services," Fr.
Harris said.
Despite the Jesuits' participation outside of the church
and spiritual setting, most students don't see them as an
active part of campus because they serve in less visible
roles.
However, Harris explains that while he is deeply
involved with the administration, he still finds time to
engage the SU community on different levels.
"As vice president for Mission and Ministry, I do not
have direct contact with many students. Each year I serve
on the three-day silent retreat team and I have made
several significant friendships from that experience,"
he said.
There is one Jesuit at SU who has made himself very
visible and accessible to students, and that is Fr. Roger
Gillis, associate director of premajor studies. He is also
active with the New Student Programs' fall orientation.
"The very first Jesuit that most students encounter is Fr.
Gillis, who is active in the orientation activities and has a
featured role in the opening cabaret," Fr. Harris said.
Fr. Harris is referring to a well-known dance ensemble
Arrupe Residence Hall houses many of
the Jesuits who are part of the Seattle
University community.
Saint Ignatius of Loyola founded the So-
ceity of Jesus on August 15, 1564.
that Gillis, known to many as "Fγ. Rog," performs for
the "OA Cabaret" every year. Dressed in his full Jesuit
garb, he dances before a large crowd of new and current
students.
Aside from his dance moves, Fr. Gillis also attributes
his SU fame to his tenure at the university and his work
as a student adviser.
"I have the privilege of working in an office on cam-
pus - the Bellarmine Advising Center - where, through
advising and other academic help, I work with a lot of
students," Fr. Gillis said. "Next January will mark my 20th
year at SU, and after a certain amount of time, faculty and
staff do have increasing reputations and in some cases,
celebrity among students."
While Fr. Gillis's dance is inviting to students new to SU
and its Jesuits, others are hesitant to decide if the Jesuits
should be more active in daily student life.
"I don't know if [the Jesuits] are going to make me feel
guilty for not being moral, or as moral as I should be,"
Christa Holmes, junior finance/management major said.
"Although, it might be a good influence."
Another major aspect of the Jesuit order is based in
education - and the Jesuits are primarily at the university
to teach. This leaves the question as to whether or not SU
Jesuits shouldbe pressing for more personal interactions,
or if they should continue to focus on academics.
Kristin Kuzmanich, a senior English literature major,
believes that the Jesuits are doing exactly what they
should be doing.
"They provide a connection between the charter [Jesuit
Order] and students," she said.
She also added that many Jesuits are involved in off-
campus activities as well, a commitment that is often
overlooked by many.
Aside from other activities and obligations, the Jesuits
must find time for themselves and their own Jesuit com-
munity.
"The Jesuits are committed to the Jesuit community,"
said Fr. John Foster. "University obligations take an awful
lot of our time. There was a time when there were 60 to
70 Jesuits on campus, now there are 23 to 25."
Fr. Foster also maintains that the primary reason for the
Jesuits on campus is to ensure that the university stays
true to its roots. This means that the university and the
direction it takes is one of their top priorities.
"SU is a Jesuit, Catholic university. The role of Jesuits
is to see that the Jesuit, Catholic identity is maintained,"
Fr. Foster said.
These numerous obligations explain why many students
in the residence halls don't see theirresident Jesuits. Stu-
dents don't see the dedication firsthand and a feeling of
abandonment emerges among some residents.
"I never see the Jesuit who lives on my floor," said
Ashley Warner, a sophomore communication major and
resident of Campion Hall. "It's like they're God; they
exist but you don't see them."
A sense of intimate community seems hard to attain
with the Jesuits at SU, as many of them do not have the
time or means to devote to students. This leaves many
students turning to the classroom for the Jesuit influence
that SU proudly boasts.
Fr. Harris explained that SU has a unique Jesuit com-
munity when compared to other Jesuit institutionsbecause
many of them are actively involved with the university.
"We are fortunate to have a Jesuit president who is so
clearly a Jesuit," he said.
SU is privileged to have a Jesuit community on campus
that is actively engaged, and although communication
between the Jesuits and students is lacking, it will take a
joint effort for the two groups to understand each other
and learn from one another.
The SU community can only growfrom both studentand
Jesuitpopulations engaging together and truly experienc-




Quiet contemplation at the Chapel of Saint Ignatius
The Chapel of St. Ignatius symbolizes Seattle
University's open-minded, all-encompassing at-
titude toward spirituality.
We are part of a Jesuit university that encour-
ages spirituality in all forms, not just that of the
Catholic tradition. We seek spirituality in many
ways - through serving others, through self-re-
flection and through exploring the world's many
religions.
Because of the Chapel of St. Ignatius's unique
architecture, light passes through specific parts of
the chapel casting down pools of clear and colored
light. The color and placement of the light depends
on the time of the day and year. The metaphor "A
Gathering of Different Lights" was the guiding
concept for the chapel's architecture, as it de-
scribes SU's mission and refers to St. Ignatius's
vision of the spiritual life as comprising many
interior lights and darknesses.
The appropriately named reflection pool out-
side ofthe chapel, along with the many symbolic
pieces of art within the chapel, add to the chapel's
beauty while encouraging you to have a deep,
spiritual experience no matter what faith you are
a part of.
The baptismal mount, left, is made of
Alaskan cedar and features a bronze
inscription which reads "Nothing can di-
vide where life unites: one faith, one font,
one baptism."
A series of paintings, above, by Dora
Nikolova Bittau depict key moments in
the life of Saint Ignatius of Loyola. The
large picture, center left, signifies Igna-
tius pursuing an education to help illumi-
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NCAA regulations for hosting a large-scale
tournament. Often times there are many fans
standing at games because the small bleach-
ers fill up fast. This is especially a problem
when the team hosts softball rivals like
Humboldt State University, which usually
draws a crowd.
"Our softball field is pathetic," said Kevin
Eubanks, recently resigned sports informa-
tion director. "1 don't think that people here
understand how bad it is."
Eubanks came to SU from CaliforniaState-
Bakersfield, the team that Seattle lost to at the
2006 Regional Tournament. CSU-Bakersfield
hosted this year's tournament because, ac-
One of the school's closest rivals, Seattle
Pacific University, recently fixed their track
team's home dilemma by installing a training
track with various pits and throwing areas.
With track and field in mind, every other
Washington school in the GNAC has a track,
with the exception of St. Martin's College.
However, even though they don't have a
track, they have a better Softball field than
Seattle University, and they placed dead last
in the league this year.
And while Gonzaga University may be in
Division I, as a Jesuit school with less stu-
dents than Seattle University, their facilities
are on a whole other level. As the only other
Jesuit university in the northwest, Gonzaga
is home to a brand new $25 million athletic
center, a recreation center for students to use,
a fitness center, a baseball stadium and six
hard surface tennis courts.
Here at SU, the threeathletic and recreation
facilities accommodate eight differentvarsity
teams and the entire student body. Two of
those facilities, Logan and Championship
Fields, only cater to one sport.
This certainly makes it difficult for SU's
approximately 200 athletes to claim that they
are part ofa premier athletic organization. In
some cases, our athletes must represent the
school in or on a facility that doesn't compare
to some of the worst performing teams in the
GNAC Division II tier.
When they were built, Logan Field, Cham-
pionship Field and Connolly Center may
have been considered premier. However,
now they fall short when held up to today's
standards.
Arguably the worst facility on campus,
Logan Field boasts extremely small dugouts,
illegitimate batting cages and an uneven
infield. It also lacks adequate seating for
fans and a regulation bullpen for pitchers.
Although the field is within regulations for
playing, the inadequacies do impact whether
the school could host larger events.
For example, if the Softball team were to
place first in the region, the school could
never host a Regional Tournament because
Logan Field currently struggles with accom-
modating regular season home games.
More importantly, the field doesn't meet
the field before, during and after the softball
season, but they also barely maintain the
field during the season. On many occasions,
Chris Rettkowski, athletic events coordina-
tor, along with the SU softball coaching staff,
tends to the field in preparation for home
games. After the game the players take up
that responsibility.
"The softball field, for very little money,
could be turned into something respectable,"
said Eubanks.
However, some credit must be given; the
athletic department has taken the first step
by being aware of the condition that Logan
Field is currently in.
cording to Eubanks, the team has both a
competition field and a practice field, which
no one else is allowed to set foot on.
"They have a separate intramurals type
[field]. No one touches that field. They have
their own person who keeps that up and it's
a gorgeous field," said Eubanks of CSU-
Bakersfield 's softball facility.
Not only does the SU recreations depart-
ment allow intramurals to play games on
"We want you [softball players] to be proud
to play here. This is our home," said Eric
Guerra, assistant athletic director.
Plans to renovate Logan Field have been
discussed, however, as ofyet no date or fund-
ing has been allotted for such a project.
Prior to March 1, Championship Field
was in dire need of a renovation. In 2004,
when SU hosted the soccer quarterfinal game
against Incarnate Word, there was dispute as
to whether play-off games could be hosted at
Championship Field because it did not meet
several NCAA requirements.
"We had to get a special permit," said Eu-
banks. "The regional representative told us
that there was no way we could secure 1,000
fans [on the old field]."
The new Championship Field, which began
its renovation two months ago, will represent
the premier label SU claims to hold. The new
stadium will include permanent seating forup
to 650 fans as well as anew Scoreboard, press
box, sound system and cover. Final touches
include a new running track - to replace the
current dirt track that surrounds the field,
and will feature an improved natural grass
playing surface.
"Championship Field is the catalyst," said
Guerra. "It is a huge step forward in showing
what we are capable of."
Also on the block for upgrades is the
The $37.5 renovation of Connolly Center (above) will include
a larger competition gym for basketball and volleyball, an
Olympic-size pool, a state-of-the-art weight room featuring a
rock climbing wall, and expanded office space for the athletics
department.
planned $37.5 million Connolly Center
facelift.
From the timeofits construction in the late
19605, the Connolly Center was not designed
to host large athletic matches, which is why
it is virtually incapable of housing current
sporting events properly.
According to the 1970 Seattle University
yearbook, the center was actually built with
"facilities to fit any aspect of physical edu-
cation."
With the emphasis on education, its under-
standable why support for a comprehensive
athletic department was not a focus of the
school.
Logan Field (above left) fails to meet NCAA regulations, and as a result SU cannot host
softball regional games. Our rival SPU boasts a superior field with a track for its varsity track
and field team, whereas SU's track consists of a dirt pathway.
"Our school has never been focused on
athletics; they've always been focused on
academics," said Amanda Nilles, junior soft-
ball player. "But now that our programs are
doing better, we have to change our focus."
When Connolly first opened in 1969, Fred
Cordova, SU's then director ofpublic infor-
mation, "call[ed] the complex the best west
of the Mississippi."
However, that was then, and this is now.
Although Connolly functions as the only
multi-use facility on campus, the structure
has many flaws which have resulted in many
injuries from athletes who use it - especially
on the South Court. By taking a closer look
anyone can see that it isn't exceptional by
any means.
"The South Court is the original floor from
1969 - it's darn near practicing on concrete,
said Rettkowski. "It gives the athletes only
one gym to use because no one wants to use
[the South Court]."
In addition, the North Court is the smallest
competition men's and women's basketball
facility in the West Region, which some feel
provides a home court advantage.
Another problem facing the varsity basket-
ball programs is the lack of adequate locker
room space. Because Connolly was original
Courtesy of the Seattle University Athletics Website
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built as an education facility, it doesn't offer home and
visiting team locker rooms or separate rooms for game of-
ficials.
"You get a problem where officials don'twant to come here
because they don't have a locker room. It's tough to get a
home court advantage with officials when they don't want
to be there at all," said Eubanks.
Other issues with Connolly include the swimming pools
on the second floor, which are labeled competition pools, but
are considered more recreation than anything.
"We have a six-lane pool, which is what you need, but ide-
ally you have a 50 yard pool [for competition], andwe have a
25," said Rettkowski. "It's a lot of laps for everything. Your
sprints are kind of strange because there are turns."
It's also difficult for fans to get inside to watch because
the deck space is very limited. This is especially a problem
during meets hosted by SU when there is more than one
team competing.
"There's not enough room for fans - I'm sure it's a fire
hazard," said Eubanks. "We've had parents take turns [on
the deck] so that other parents can come in and watch their
kids swim."
Another problem with the size of the pool is that it doesn't
have a dive tank. As a result, when SU travels to a school
that has dive, they do not get the points for that portion of
the meet.
Connolly'sremodel will prove very powerful in the trans-
formation to stronger athletic support, which will parallel the
new Championship Field and transfer over to Logan Field
in the near future.
The remodel promises" a larger competition gym for bas-
ketball and volleyball, an Olympic-size pool, a bigger weight
room, a climbing wall and more office space for athletics and
recreational sports departments. The face of Connolly will
be completely changed, with the goal ofreconnecting therest
of campus. The Connolly proposal has been approved, but
no date has been set for beginning the project.
And while the university continues to make changes to its
mission toward athletes and theirdedication to renovating the
facilities, the track team still doesn't even have a facility to
call theirown; they cannot even practice on home turf.
"We do not have a track for our runners; we don't have a
The current renovation of Championship
Field, scheduled to be finished for the
fall season, will include covered seating
for up to 650 fans.
jump pit for our long jumpers and triple jumpers. We also
do not have an area for our throwers," said Charisse Arce, a
junior member of the track team.
There are few explanations for why our track team seems
to be poorly supported, but those explanations are huge. For
starters, when SU joined the GNAC in 2001, there was a core
group ofsports that were required in order to be a part of the
league. Track was one of them. SU never had track before
joining the GNAC, so it started from scratch just a few years
ago. There's also a downside to being in the heart of a city.
"It's tough being a bit land-locked - we can only expand
depending on what's available around us," said Guerra, a
former track member himself.
In the past, the track and field teams practiced at the facili-
ties located at the University of Washington. However, this
year they were forced to train at facilities at a junior high
school on Mercer Island.
Like Guerra, many of the athletic department staff mem-
bers are old "trackies" themselves. When it comes down to
it though, these student athletes are sacrificing their time,
grades and in some cases money to represent SU.
"All of these things take time. The exciting thing is that
we have momentum," said Guerra.
Although SU's athletic facilities are not premier at the mo-
ment, they are on their way to being so in the near future.
"As a university, we have to clearly identify what role or
emphasis we want from athletics. Ifwe are truly looking to
be premier, then we must gather accurate data about what
that means for funding for each sport and the department
as a whole," said Craig Mallery, head swimming coach and
assistant athletic director.
It all boils down to one simple thing: if SU wants to be
premier, the university has to put out some money and sup-
port athletics.
"None of-our facilities ever get any money to be redone
from the university," said Rettkowski. "It is all a private
donation. The whole Championship Field thing was Pete
[Fewing] - Pete, Pete, Pete and more Pete. That's the only
reason Championship Field is happening - it has nothing to
do with the university."
The athletic community has grown drastically since the
opening of Connolly in the late 19605, adding five varsity
sports. The teams' needs are becoming more apparent with
each new year and with each step that the university takes to
address these needs, the closer it seems to be getting to its
desired premier status.
Jered Carter / The Spectator




Seattle University is recognized for their
academics. We are known for our nursing
school and haverecently made headlines with
the addition of the new Center for the Arts.
But where do athletics fit into all this? Are
they on board with the rest of the 'premier'
university?
Father Stephen Sundborg doesn't seem to
think so. "I don'tknow ifIknow anyone who
is satisfied really with where we are in our
athletics as a university," said Sundborg.
The problem, according to Sundborg, is
that athletics do not fit into the Jesuit values
of education, including care, academic ex-
cellence, diversity, faith, justice and leader-
ship.
However, Assistant Athletic Director Eric
Guerra sees things a bit differently, boasting
that "Division II prides itself on a balance
between athletics and academics."
Part of what he feels makes an athletic
department premier is how well its teams
perform academically, adding that a great
measurement of this is athletes' graduation
rates. Guerra points out the support and
structure provided by the teams contributes
to the rise in graduation rates among college
athletes as compared to those students who
do not participate in sports.
Still, Guerra has a difficult time adding
the title of'premier' to SU athletics. In order
to do this they would have to accomplish a
number of things, including: maintaining a
certain level of professionalism, having a
commitment to the quality ofexperience for
both players and fans, providing betterathlet-
ics facilities, competitive opportunities and
developing finely-tuned athletic skills.
Jennifer Hamann, a sophomore interna-
tional studies major on the women's soccer
team, believes SU's athletic skill is highly
developed. At the beginning of this school
year she transferred from Eastern Washington
University where she started for their Divi-
sion I women's soccer team. Comparing their
style ofplay to the elegance ofher new team,
she calls SU's style "pretty soccer," which is
more about individual skill instead ofEWU's
rough football-like tactics.
"I would much ratherplay good soccer than
crappy soccer," said Hamann.
There is no doubt in Hamann's mind that
her current team could beat EWU. In fact,
she believes that there are a lot ofDivision
II schools who could easily beat half of the
Division I schools. As far as SU switching to
Division I, she is very optimistic, especially
about the swimming team and men's and
women's soccer.
"Half our athletic department could [play
Division I] at least," said Hamann.
Hamann is not alone in her confidence
in SU's athletic ability. However the deci-
sion to make the leap to Division I athletics
involves much more then just the skill of the
players.
The NCAA has many stipulations for
which division an athletics department corn-
petes in, including quotas for varsity teams
and game attendance.
To make the switch, SU would have to
increase coaching staff, substantially raise
the amount ofathletic scholarships and make
huge changes to the facilities. SU's current
financial state could not support Division I
athletics with their small courts and locker
rooms; not to mention the current seating
Since the decision was made in the late 1970s to drop Division
I athletics, SU has consistently chosen to financially support
academics over athletics. Now, decades later, the ramifications
of that decision can be seen in the outdated athletic facilities.
configuration could not hold the amount of
gameattendants that arerequired ofDivision
I athletics. The university would also have
to provide enough money to support team
transportation, including airplane travel.
Overall, in order to compete at a Division
I level, SU would need to spend $6 million
per year, $4 million more than the $2 million
that is already budgeted for athletics.
Often it is very difficult for a school to
make the switch and few are successful.
"It takes a lot of time to do it and do it cor-
rectly," said Guerra.
Many on the other side ofthe debate bring
up the fact that until 1980, SU was a Divi-
sion I athletics program. In fact, the men's
basketball team had quite a fan base.
"It was a different game, the landscape
[today] is completely different than it was at
the time," said Guerra.
The financial support that the university
had then would be virtually impossible to
generate now. SU is a small Catholic school
in a major market city. Its varsity teams
would need to compete for a fan base against
the Sonics, the Storm and the University of
Washington Huskies. With these other teams
in the spotlight it is hard to gain visibility.
That is oneperk Hamann admits to missing
out on when transferring from EWU to SU.
Among theiradded bonuses, including team
laundry service and big locker rooms, their
games were always filmed. This, according to
Hamann, gave a "sense ofbigness regardless
if you were big or not."
However big she felt playing a starter her
freshman year, she still prefers SU's athlet-
ics.
"I'd rather sit on the bench and play 20
minutes a day [here] than be the best member
at Eastern," said Hamann.
"It is something to be great in Division 11,
to be premier in the level ofcompetition we
are playing today," said Guerra.
SU is gearing up to improve the current
Division II level of competition. According
to Sundborg, there is a strategic plan for the
athletics department, which was devisedFall
quarter 2005. The operational plan will affect
faculties, athletic aid, staffing, and coaches'
salaries. The goal is to make SU a winning
and outstanding school in Division 11.
Among these plans is the renovation of
Championship Field, named to honor the
school's threenational championships, which
is set for completion fall 2006.
"Seattle University is definitely moving in
theright direction," boasts Sundborg, adding,
"it is foreseeable that we will be the most
winning university in our division."
Cagle Cartoons
Renovations are desperately needed to promote 'premier' image
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The 2005-2006 fine arts department pamphlet invites
students to "come break ground with us" and it truly has
been a ground breaking year for SU fine arts.
This school year welcomed the return of the university jazz
program and, ofcourse, the opening of the Jeanne Marie &
Rhoady Lee Center for the Arts.
"There's a lot of support on campus for the arts," said
department chair Carol Wolfe Clay.
Under the leadership of Clay, who has been at the uni-
versity for 19 years, the fine arts program has come a long
way and stands its ground when compared to programs at
other institutions.
The department includes classes in visual art, theater,
jazz, orchestra and choir and offers majors in visual art, art
history, drama and fine arts.
Within the fine arts major, students can choosean emphasis
in drama, music, visual arts, photography or digital design,
which gives them the opportunity to focus on an area while
also taking courses in a variety of other art forms.
The range of programs available seems to be a benefit
for the department as they are seeing a growing number of
majors. There are currently 160fine arts majors, a significant
increase from 10 years ago when 30 students were enrolled
in the program.
The increase in enrollmentcan be explained in part by the
photography program whichrequires students to take classes
both through the fine arts department and at Photographic
Center Northwest (PCNW). This partnership gives students
more resources to develop their skills as artists.
"PCNW benefits the SU fine arts department because of
the vast number of classes and because of its large, fully
equipped facility," said Claire Garoutte, a fine arts professor
who also teaches classes at PCNW. "Furthermore, PCNW
hosts many visiting artists throughout the year and has a top-
notch gallery that has ten to 12 exhibitions annually."
Because of its relationship with PCNW, Seattle U's
photography program stands out when weighed against
comparable universities like Gonzaga and Seattle Pacific,
neither ofwhich incorporates photography courses into their
visual art majors.
Classes with PCNW are arranged through the university
and include a $ 150lab fee for every class. This gives students
The small choir room, located in the basement of the
Fine Arts building, is one of two places on campus
where the SU Choir practices. The other is the Campion
Ecumenical Chapel.
full access to PCNW facilities and equipment.
"It's a really good program; you get a wider range of
experience," said sophomore Krista Schert, a photography
emphasis major, who chose Seattle University specifically
for its partnership with PCNW. "I like being able to use their
facilities. I've met some really cool people."
Along with classes at PCNW, fine art majors with a
photography emphasis take classes taught at the university,
including black-and-white photography, color photography
The Lee Center for the Arts brings opti-
music for the fine arts department.
the popularity of photography classes among non-majors.
Classes at PCNW are only available to photography
emphasis majors and until recently the department also
restricted on campus photography classes to art majors.
Although it now offers a digital photography class that
fulfills the CORE art requirement, the class, which caps at
20, fills up quickly.
"The relationship with the center is the best of both
worlds," said Clay, "but I wish courses were open to other
students who weren't majors."
In addition to the photography pro-
gram attracting students, Clay expects
enrollment will also increase with
the opening of the $6.75 million Lee
Center, named after Seattle University
alumni JeanneMarie and Rhoady Lee
Jr. whose children gave the university
$1 million for its construction.
With seating for 390, a costume shop,
prop room, scene shop, green room and
dressing rooms, the new theateris a tre-
mendous improvement from the much
smaller Vachon Room where students
used to host their productions.
In April, the department staged its
first production, Moliere's Tartuffe, in
the new theater, which opened to rave
reviews.
The Seattle Weekly called the set
for Tartuffe "breathtaking," praising
Clay's design and the performances
of the actors.
The actors in the play agree that
performing in the new theater raised
the bar for their performances.
"Being able to have a professional quality theater presents
a much more polished face, which affects the work we're
doing," said Kenna Kettrick, a sophomore history major who
played a cook in Tartuffe.
"There is so much more room and more tools," said cast
mate Cozy Josephson, a freshman drama major. "It changes
what you can do. It changes the perspective on the play."
The new building also has a 1,400 square foot art gal-
lery in the lobby. Works owned by patrons of the center are
currently on display. In the future it will feature works by
local artists.
Along with the extra space, the Lee Center brought in the
Empty Space Theatre, another partnership like the one with
PCNW, that will be beneficial to the department.
"We are one of the few institutions in the nation that has
a professional theater company in residence," says Clay of
the company.
Empty Space relocated from Fremont to Seattle U's fine
arts building where its offices occupy the bottom floor.
It will use theLee Center as its performance hall and will
continue to offer drama students the opportunity to be in
professional productions.
Another beneficial partnership the department has formed
is with The Maureen Whiting Company, a dance company
that performed in the Lee Center last week.
The company is another link to the local art scene. None
of the members are affiliated with SU, but this brings an-
other opportunity to possibly bring more dance to the fine
arts department.
While the visual and theater arts are experiencing great
success, the SU music program has yet to find a real niche.
The program, which includes a jazz band and orchestra, as
well as men's, women's, university and consort choirs, is
made up of other majors who like to sing and play music
on the side.
"We need a music program that actually has a degree
because we have students who are volunteers and half com-
mitted," said men's, university and consort choir member
Paul Barrera, a junior history major.
There is also the problem of facilities to accommodate
practices and performances.
The choir practices in a small room on the basement of
the fine arts building or in the Campion Ecumenical Cha-
pel, neither of which are acoustically sufficient. Also, the
addition of the Lee Center did nothing to aid the choir in
that respect.
While SU now has the Lee Center, Se-
attle Pacific University performs down-
town at Benaroya Hall.
"Singing in the Lee Center is like singing in a shoebox,"
said choir member Servando Patlan, a junior philosophy
major.
For performances, the choir sings at St. Joseph Church
(18th East and East Aloha) and the Chapel of St. Ignatius,
and although the concerts sell out regularly, both are venues
that don't accommodate large audiences.
"SPU has a music major. They are a smaller school, but
they perform at Benaroya Hall. They go to competitions,"
says Barrera.
And because the music department at SPU has a music
major, it is able to offer its students far more.
Along with majors in music education, music perfor-
mance, theory and literatureand music technology, SPU also
has programs for percussion studies and flute studies.
"It's like comparing apples and oranges because we don't
have a major," said Joy Sherman, director of the choirs. "I






One member of the Blue
Scholars, DJ Sabzi, performed
at SU earlier this year with his
side project, Common Market, at
a celebration in honor ofMartin
Luther King Jr. Day. However, it
was the duo's first performance
at SU as the Blue Scholars. They
took advantage of the pool ofnew
faces and truly won the crowd
with their performance skills.
It felt like the Scholars have
been on Seattle University's side
since day one.
Standing on rocks, dancing
provocatively and letting their in-
hibitions run free, fans stood near
the stage and gave the Scholars
love when they needed it most.
Geologic would call out a word
or a command to the audience,
and they would follow him like
schoolchildren.
Less impressive were Author-
ity Zero, who's immature antics
and poorly constructed melodies
seemed more fit for the Warped
Tour than Quadstock.
The first non-student band to
take the stage (they followed
Ben Sellon's Battle of the Bands
winning group Milk and Honey
and the female-fronted trio Wan-
derlust), Authority Zero's set
was riddled with harsh vocals
too intense/or the style of music
they perform and guitar solos that
lacked harmonies or depth.
They ended with an Irish-
sounding chant that got progres-
sively faster and more obnox-
ious.
Still, the fans seemed to enjoy
their set and the group hung out
and talked with students after
their performance. Though an
all right group of musicians, the
style they perform is outdated and
unoriginal.
OK Go, the night's headliner,
finally took to the stage around
9:00 p.m. By this point, a good
amount of the crowd had left.
Though there were masses for
the Blue Scholars, many had
departed following their perfor-
mance.
The increasingly chilly weath-
er that coupled with a cool breeze
after the sun went down also
caused many underdressed fans
to retreat to their dorm rooms,
unable to come back due to a 9:00
closure of the entrance.
That is not to say that OK Go
didn't receive a good amount of
fan love. By that time, the cari-
cature face painter had left and
the infamous key-chain-making
photographer was nowhere to be
seen. To top it off, much of the
crowd was tired and lounging
on the grass or around the inflat-
able obstacle course. But, with
the first note of OK Go's set, the
crowds slowly migrated back to
the stage.
Dressed in brightly colored
suits with polished and impres-
sive looking instruments, the
group slowly emerged.
Their music is what one would
expect from men who dress and
look like OK Go: vocals with
a hint of a European accent
(despite the fact that the group
is from Chicago) coupled with
power pop similar to that of the
Hives and Franz Ferdinand.
The group had a fog machine
and impressive light display that
made their performance seem
very professional and added
some fun to the set.
Though not the greatest band
in an already tired genre, OK
Go's stage show was worth
watching.
Unlike last year, when Quad-
stock took place in the rain
and with a limited number of
mediocre performers, the 2006
event was back on the ball and
regained the reputation the con-
cert has long held.
It was a true afternoon of fun
in the sun, and whether they
were there for the music or not,
everybody seemed to be having
a good time.
Joey Anchondo/The Spectator
The highlight of OK Go was a choreographed
dance performance at the end of the show.
be nice to balance out the other art majors
and that it would give the department in-
stitutional support. This would include the
resources to offer more classes to students
that would further cultivate their musical
In addition to the four concerts the choir
performs every year, it also donates its
services to providing social support to the
campus community.
The choir focused its three Mission Day
concerts as a memorial to student and choir
memberKristin Leigh Roach, a junior fine
arts major, who passed away the week of
Mission Day as well as performing at her
memorial service and funeral.
While there is no major for music and
no plans to start one, the choir serves an
important role on campus.The unique aspect
of the fine arts department as a whole is that
music, visual arts, art history and theater
are all a part of the same department, which
brings students and professors closer and
allows the different areas to work intimately
with one another.
At Gonzaga University, for example,
the theater department is under the com-
munication arts department and music is
an independent department.
"At a lot ofuniversities there's a big sepa-
ration of thearts," said Clay. "I feel very for-





PCNW offers students a num-
ber of quality classes.
mix together."
Many students and teachers believe the
success of the department is the result of a
dedicated and passionate faculty.
"They are amazingly talented," said Anne
Wagner, a sophomore education major who
has been involved in theater productions
and sings for the choir. "They know what
they are doing, but more than that, they re-
ally know how to teach."
Jeanne Romano, an adjunct professor
who was lured to Seattle University two
E) by Clay's enthusiasm, agrees,see [their commitment] throughhours they put in. They are pas-
)out every aspect."
"We have a really good faculty," said
Kristyn Bitner, a junior drama major. "It's
small so there is a lot ofindividualattention
and tocus.
Like most other classes at SU and other
private institutions, the student-teacher
ratio is small. The studio art classes have a
15 to 1 student-teacher ratio, while the art
history classes have a student teacherratio
of25 to 1.
"Because of our smaller size we are
very flexible; students can do things here
they wouldn't be able to do at other larger
programs [through the curriculum] and in
theirwork," said Francisco Guerrero, an as-
sistant professor who specializes in painting
and drawing.
The curriculum laid out by the depart-
ment is even more dynamic because of
the urban location of the university, which
encourages students to experience Seattle
first hand.
"We focus on the contemporary art scene
in Seattle," said Clay. "We interweave
what's going on in Seattle into our curricu-
lum. Students are required to go to galleries
and theaters. There is a strong connection
with the art community."
The department is making more connec-
tions with the community and cultivating
on-going partnerships.
"I feel so lucky right now," said Clay.
"We have the new
Lee Center for the
Arts. Our number of
majors is growing.
We have an exuber-
ant faculty. If any-
thing we're lacking
time to bring all our ideas into fruition."
The rest of the fine arts faculty echoes
Clay's enthusiasm. While they know there
is always room for improvement, they are
proud of the department's success and are
"[The professors] are amazingly talented. They know what
they are doing, but more than that, they really know how to
teach."
-Anne Wagner, sophomore education
JeredCarter / The Spectator
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Small department equals success
To Infinity and Beyond!
DJ Weidner
Weidnerd@seattleu. edu
It's raining today. The large drops soak my blue dress
shirt and nice black slacks as I walk across campus. The
Blue Scholars are playing in my ear buds as I watch
campus life unfold on this cloudy day.
Like many ofyou, I am already tiredfrom days spent in
the sun and long nights doing the homework I should have
been doing during the day.
Today the air smells sweet and people are bustling around
with papers in hand, running to and from presentations and
studying furiously in places where they can stay dry. It is
one of those spring days when it finally becomes apparent
that the school year is ending.
Thoughts of the crazy events of the fall seem long buried
in the past and the hopes ofsnow during Christmas break
exist in the same mental space as finals gone by. The rain
allows my mind to rest and live in the moment instead'of
trying to find an excuse to play in the sun.
This is also the perfect time to reflect on parts of this year
that were good and parts of that could have been better.
The end of the year brings the bittersweet realization that
the year is ending but we have the opportunity to try it
again next year.
With these thoughts also comes a realization that campus
life will be inexplicably different without those upper-
classmen that have been so influential in defining what
it means to be a student dedicated to living with integrity
and making a difference.
What will it be like without thosepeople here? Right
now, there are around 800 incoming freshmen who are
finishing up their senior year of highschool and dreaming
about what college will be like next year at Seattle
University. In a strange way, I know exactly what they
are feeling, minus the whole not knowing what college is
actually like thing.
For ASSU, the end of the year means a changing of the
guard. This year is no different as the two-timepresident
Joe Nguyen passes the torch onto the three-year ASSU
veteran Duong Young Truong.
ASSU is also reflecting on the time they've spent this
year working toward changing things for the better at
Seattle University. No one will tell you that the year went
perfectly or that they accomplished everything they set out
to accomplish but they will, however, say that they worked
their butts off, scraping for any shred ofchange they could
make.
My mom always asks me to find the good that comes out
of every situation and, even in the light of some failures,
the experiences of this year are invaluable in aiding next
year's ASSU in pushing for change.
Recently the ASSU staff from this year and the ASSU
staff for next year gathered to discuss their successes,
failures, future visions and hopes for ASSU. Such
accomplishments of the year include: The Wai Mart Bill,
new desks in Barman, Computers in the Reading Room,
working to promote online classifieds on MySu, the
possibility ofa crosswalk at 10th and Madison, working
with the administration to lower the number ofaccepted
students, advocating for transparency, the State of the
Students Survey, allocating every last cent of money to
clubs in need, helping class councils organize events like
the Modern Masquerade, ice skating nights, weekend
warm-ups, a housing and residence life advisory board
and increasedrepresentation and communication with the
student they serve.
I know most of the time it appears that ASSU is doing
very little for the students. Young, the new ASSU
president, brought this up when he recently addressed next
year's ASSU staff and administration. He pointed out that
many ASSU activities have very little tangible results but
that nonetheless, the efforts ofASSU affect the daily life of
students of Seattle University.
He offered this clever acronym as a way for students to
hold ASSU accountable. He created A.C.E.: Advocacy
for student needs, communicating with students about
what ASSU is up to and empowering clubs. This is a very
achievable goal and one which could really take ASSU to
the next level.
I hope that in your own rainy day reflections you too feel
a sense ofaccomplishment and satisfaction with how this
year went. I hope the rain also brings with it a sense of
hope for the possibilities of next year. Peace out.
The Spectator
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Thursday, June Ist • ) FRIDAY, JUNE 2NI)
I Senior Party '. I sEACamivaii
• • ( 5:30-9 p.m.@ Student Center Patio
• Ist Event of the Night • / Live Music
• BBQ/Bonfire @ Carkeek Park (950 NW Carkeek Park Rd) • \ t?t>T3l3
•
Seniors plus 1 guest ONLY (All Ages)
#
( FRE£/
• 2nd Event of the Night • ( BBQ, Cotton Candy, Carnival Games with
• Cruise for 21+ ONLY, no minors allowed. . ) Prizes > Tug-O-War Tournament
•
(Shuttles will not be provided from campus to cruise)
#
\ and more!
• Common Market and DJ Sabzi will be holding down the beats • \
• There will be a cash bar on the boat • ( 2006-2007 SEAC Council:
• Cruise from 10:30 p.m. until 2 a.m. • / President: Katie Lesseg
•
Shuttles will be provided in front of the Law School at 7 p.m. to the* / Vice President ofEvent Operations: Gina Corsiglia
• BBQ/Bonfire. * ) Vice President ofAdministration: Whitney Brooks
• (All the shuttles leave at the same time and will not run throughout • C vke pr Qf promotions: shannon Sonderen
• the night.) • /
• •
) CoffeeHouse: Rimas Simaitis
• For the concerns ofstudents to the administration. • ( Fll R 11-R Artai
m Comminucation # \ Battle Of the Bands: DJ Weidner
With students about ASSU activities and about information that / Ouadstock' Jill Bletz
• pertains to student advocacy. * j
• • C Late Night: Paul Barrera & Tracy Lam
m iLmpowerment m ) ~ A _ ,
Of students and clubs to be leaders for a just and humane world.
#
( Multicultural / Awareness: Aenca Banks
Ultimately ( Publicity Coordinators: Caitlin Killorin & Chloe Ross




100. For Sale 400. Services
200. Help Wanted 500. For Rent
300. Volunteers 600. Misc.
Waitress/Waiter for upscale
—————l r—z — retirement community. NowHealthy Volunteers needed
,
hiring for dinner shift 5:00 tofor UW Pulmonary research 8:00PM. Get a free meal and
studying environmental and bus subsidy, as well. Stay with
genetic factors that control us a year and receive a $2,000
inflammation. See if you .a year scholarship! Park Shore
are eligible at http://depts. .
is located in Madison Park onwashington.edu/uwlungs/. To
~
, j the shores ofLake Washington,participate you will be asked
.. ......
Phone Joe at 206-720-8219 or
to come in to our facilities, fill emailjlosacco@parkshore.org
out a briefquestionnaire and
( .„, „„ „,„
, or fax resume to 206-329-0227.provide small sample oi blood ,Drug free work place.(approximately 4 Tbls.). This —,f , '~ ™ a Earn $800-53200 a month to drivewill take about 15-20 minutes and
c^nnnr brand new cars with ads placed onyou will be given $30.00 for your
them. www.DriveCarAds.com
participation. ■
SUMMER CAMP JOBS for Get Paid To Take Surveys! Eam
men and women (6/17 - 8/25/06). $15
" 5125 and more Per SUrvey!
„ . , .-fi i www.cashpaysurveys.comSpend your summer in a beautiful I_J_ *




Camp (Granite Falls, WA) needs: lOOklllQ tO
counselors, lifeguards, driver/ . rw±\c*r\ in
maintenance staffand kitchen 30Vβ 111Sβ 111
staff. Room/Board/Salary. Call Thd Qnmn+d+nr'?
the HVC office at (425) 844- ' "& OpeCWlOrf
8896 or e-mail us at hiddenvall You better do it SOOn
eycamp@earthlink.net for more because Wβ Only
information. have one issue left!
Retail Sales Associate
Hospital Gift Shop Send all information or
Children's Hospital has an questions to Viet Tran at
. D.., c , adinfo@seattleu.eduopportunity for a Retail Sales
Associate in the Hospital Gift Phone: 206.296.6474
Shop. To learn more and to apply Fax: 206.296.6477
for this position, please visit www.spectator-online.com
www.seattlechildrens.org. EOE '
»Free Medical/Dental SchoolPlus $1279.00 a month! |
The Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (HPSP) provides:
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
SI 279 StipendPay
Commission as an Army Officer
For more informationplease call:
Captain Dean Rasmussen
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357 .
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free
Email: lyle.rasmussen@usarec.army.mil
Travel and Teach English!
Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOLin 4 weeks
- Intensive classes begin July 10, August 14, and Sept. 18 I H ~r **Wß>7"! j
- Online and evening classes on a quarterly schedule \H/
- Earn credits from Seattle University M [
- Credits may apply to Master's Programs BMB H^H^^^^^^^i
- Applies to ESL Endorsement I
■If you are Interested Inteaching ESL In the US or abroad, this is Pw lwi«fea
the program foryou> Allof the class Instruction was relevant and 09 WM
reallyprepared me tobean effective teacher." \
School ofTeaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College of education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103





Computer Training schedules workshops each quarter. The
schedule can be found at
http://www.seattleu.edu/it/tratnlng/Schedute
Faculty Requested Training
Computer Training can come to your class or arrange for
alternative times for the students to attend training.
Personal Consultations (one-on-one or groups)
Advice on software use, techniques, orJust practice your
PowerPoint presentation.
All Knowledge Levels Welcome!
Software Packages Offered:
Microsoft Office (Macintosh and Windows):
Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, Access, Publisher
Basic Computer Use Tips:
Microsoft Windows XP and Macintosh OS X
Web Design:




Adobe Acrobat, Adobe Photoshop
End of the year reminders from OIT
Use your meal plan money before the end of the Spring quarter.
Funds remaining are forefeit to the University.
See the Housing office for more details.
Email and Web Page Accounts are available for
1 year from the date of graduation
Graduating? You still qualify for free computer software training.
Email computertraining&seattteu.edu for more details.
Applying for a summer internship? Brush up on your
software skills! Contact Computer Training before it's too late.
computertraining&s&attleu .&du
I ATTENTION ■I SENIORS!!! I
H Participate in the n|I SENIOR CLASS I
■ GIFT CAMPAIGN I
and pick up a ribbon to H
■H wear on vour gown at ■
Commencement!!! H
I Questions: contact Tara Lunde
I in Annual Giving at 296-6120 orI lundet@seattleu.edu
WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/GO/SENIOR_GIVING
Campus Voice
What would you do for a, Klondike Bar?




*l would re-enact a









*l would ling you a















menage of no stick,













"What would I do for
a Klondike Bar? I'd buy
one, you fooli!"
Tatyana Rekhtin
Sophomore, International
Business Major
Photos and interviews
by Canda Harbaugh
